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have developed into the most active guerrilla organization in this country. They have carried out 28 boinb attacks on corporate and militarytargets, PG&E offices and towers, government offices, Hearst properties and slum landlords, among others. They have-waged extensive campaigns around health care and housing, using armed and unarmed actions, when appropriate, to bring pressure on San Francisco Supervisors and individual slum landlords. The NWLF has sought out and responded to feedback from the aboveground. They have begun to work around community-oriented issues, showing people that the struggles of
the underground forces are the same as those of comrades working aboveground -- not just in theory, but in everyday practice. The NWLF
has made many mistakes, but has shown the willingness to learn from
their mistakes and criticisms of others.
Last issue we stated that we were going to print two NWLF communiques on feminism and homosexuality, and that we were soliciting analysis from comrades on the subject. We did nor receive a lot of response,
but 'what we did receive was mostly critical, We fully expect and hope
that further response both, to the comroxmiques and the analyses printed
here will come from comrades in. order to continue this dialogue in the
future. We would like to strongly emphasize that the basic purpose of
this section is to promote the development of sound revolutionary theory and practice. It is definitely not our intention to be divisive or to
trash the NWLF, but rather to promote dialogue on this very important
issue. We also asked for comments on the Weather Underground's article, "The Women's Question is a Class Question. " We have received
very little feedback on this statement, and would like to encourage folks
to respond to it in the next issue of Dragon.
In this section we have also included an article written by us on demand strategy, as well as an update on the NWLF's slumlord campaign,
an open letter to EARC from Central Command and our reply, and a
clarification from Central Command of their position on the Ze/pata I T ",-t

sexuality. We approach both as
we do all other issues. That is,we
feel they should be studied and
struggled with together - men
and women - for they are issues
that concern us all.
There are both socialist and
reactionary radical feminists and
the latter try to organize and unite only women, solely around
women's issues and they see
these issues as primary in our
struggle.
Women from the privileged
class are generally'reactionary
radical feminists. Because of
their privileged class background
and experiances, they place feminism above - or equal to - poor
people's needs for decent food,
housing, employment, health ca.re, and education.
Self-centered and arrogant,
these women feel they must educate not only poor women but
poor men too as to their needs.
We say to these women that we
poor women and men are not going to be told our needs by anyone
from the privileged class.
We say thisprivilegedclass

learn from, us poor people what
our needs are and then join in our
struggle,, A poor person's needs
are quite different from the needs
of someone who has lived a privileged life.
Reactionary radical feminists
often say they will not follow any
male leadership. This state of
mind is dangerous! We feel correct collective decisions are not
made on the basis of "one person,
one vote" but rather by finding out
who in the collective has the most
experience about the subject in
question,, None of us are willing
to put our trust in leadership unless it is guided by experience
coupled with principled theory.
We must all be given the chance
to learn and we must not pretend
to know things we don't know,, We
must learn whereto learn from
and how to formulate correct ideas 0 Read Mao, Where Do Correct Ideas Come From? To reactionary feminists who won't read
men, we say examine this mistake!
The dangers that reactionary
radical feminism can lead to can

with a brother who had long prison
experience about how to move against the pigs in tight situations,,
Later, she self-criticized, realizing that she was demanding an
equal say not because she had any
experience in the matter but because "women should have an equal say".
Another time, two comrades
were making an important phone
call; the woman phoning and the
man doing surveilance. He caught
sight of two pigs approaching and
ordered her to hang-up immediately as there was no time for explanations. She damn near got the
them both busted because - again
blinded by reactionary feminism
- she thought he was coming from
a macho, sexist place and would
not follow orders. This reactionary behavior - sometimes very
subtle - is dangerous and cannot
be tolerated.
We feel that homosexuality is a
also a reactionary state that appears mostly in the privileged
class. Homosexuals (both male

of all poor people in mind.
Reactionary homosexuals are
generally lonely, self-centered
people who view sex as all important. Most of their time is spent
around sexually oriented issues
or in pursuit of sex. There are of course- exceptions. We are
only talking of reactionary homosexuals.
The danger reactionary feminists and homosexuals pose is
that since most are from privileged class backgrounds - and
because theyjiave not broken with
their class - their political motivation is still individualistic and
self-motivated. They do not embrace the needs of poor people,
men and women alike,
Central Command of the
People's Forces
New World Liberation Front
February 27 1976
We wrote the communique on
radical feminism and gays not
from an accusatory stance, nor
feeling these misguided people
are the enemy. We know that com-

and "more sided".
We believe that radical feminism more than gay liberation can
b_e a stepping stone to further realizations embracing poor working people's needs. We must engage in meaningful discussions on
these issues for in the final analysis struggling with issues using
principled theory will unite and
organize many people and move
the revolution to higher levels,
Most poor oppressed people
will have no problems accepting
what we have said on this subject.

and realign our views.
We are trying to and will be
patient with any and all who show a
determination to change. We realize change is often a slow and
sometimes painful process, but
out of this process develops a
fuller, more loving, determined
human. We are all growing and
must be patient with our comrades. We must explain to them,
and discuss with them, and share
our learning experiances to speed
this process.
Central Command of the
People's Forces
New World Liberation Front
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women to become a mass movement. If the movement we build is anything less
than this it perpetuates a false notion of women's liberation as the property
of a small and precious group of women who hold the keys to liberation in their
own minds and continually refine their ideas among themselves. Sometimes this
is in the name of radical feminism, which holds out the reactionary hope of a
return to a precapitalist golden age when women ruled. Sometimes it is ever, in
the name of socialism. But no one can claim to be building a women's movement
who doesn't ask herself this question, and honestly answer it: who am 1 organizing, and for what?
The conditions exist to build women's organizations: the depression is
catapulting women into spontaneous action rooted in anger at the terrible
crimes being committed against them and their families. Households headed by
women represent the fastest-growing poverty group in America. A disproportionate number of women live on fixed incomes, social security or welfare, and are
unable to get by, caught between rising prices and dwindling checks. Women
work in lower-ski He'd and lower-paid jobs than men. Only one in eight women
workers belongs to a union, and women are being laid off at a higher rate than
men. The official unemployment rate among woaen climbed to 9.1% as of August.
The number would be much higher if it included the approximately one million
people, almost entirely women, who want a job now but aren't looking because
of household responsibilities.
The ruling class is pushing down the standard of living of the working
class — the cost of labor power, what is socially understood to be the acceptable cost of feeding, housing and reproducing the worker and his or her family.
This cost includes the indirectly paid, invisible labor of women in the hcrse.
Few working-class families can now get by on the "breadwinner's" pay alone.
Some capitalists are opposing the very idea that the cost of a man's labor
power includes his family — why maintain a bunch of freeloaders? So women are
feeling the bite of the economic crisis both on the job and in the home. Hundreds of general movements against the depression are springing up, from hospital workers to high school students. Women are participating in all of tht-se,
but no movement of women has yet grown up like the drives to organize the unorganized women during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Women were organized
as domestic workers, laundry workers and hotel and restaurant workers, to improve working conditions and win some legal limitation of their exploitation.
They organized boycotts against inflation and fought segregation. The CIO organizers of the 30s had the incalculable advantage of a proletarian comnunist
party whose militants led the left labor tnovetaent. The development again of
such a revolutionary party will be a necessary step toward the liberation cf
• women.
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The women's question is a class question; it does not hinge on some vague
and mystical or biological sisterhood of everywocsan. It hinges on class consciousness. V(O jaovaffient is above classes. The abortion movement of the last
ten years is one example. Legal abortion was won, and this was a major victory.
But the bourgeois leadership of the abortion movement never mobilized worsen for
the right of all women to free, safe abortion with dignity and control over
their choices. That remains a privilege of the few. VJhat were the consequences
of this failure? A ?uerto Rican woman was killed in one of the first legal
abortions in New York City. So connections were made to the nioveraent to oppose
imperialist use of wholesale sterilization and birth control experimentation in
the Third World. Without agitation among working-class women about why worsen
need the choice of abortion the reactionary right-to-life movement was able to
grab hold of thousands of women's tainds.
To base our organizations among working—class women — who are, after all,
the great majo'rity of woisen — we should become the fiercest fighters for improvement in the conditions of woinen's lives and concern ourselves intimately
with the troubles of working-class women: of Black women, Native Anserican
women, Puertorriquenas, Chicanas, Asian woaen, white women. .Of course,, this
women's movement would find allies among all sectors of women.
We start with a tremendous advantage: the consciousness of sexism which the
women's movement has built over the last ten years. This consciousness of the
particular nature of woisen's oppression in the workplaces and institutions of
society, in US culture and in the minds of the people is our movement's particular contribution. These understandings are a way to reach millions of wo^an
with our consnonality. We have to give a class content to this consciousness.
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What we have only begua to do is make a concrete class analysis of the
conditions of women, in, our society as the basis for an organizing strategy.
This is indispensable. The tools of Marxist-Leninist ideology have to be
grasped firmly by women organizers; without a working analysis we won't be
able to make the leap history demands.

|

Some wrong ideas widely accepted by women activists are holding back the
development of mass women's organizations based in the working class.

•
|

The biggest mistake woiaen can make is to separate their movement f rou
Black people and other Third World people oppressed by the US. This is true
historically: in the 1840s the women's movement allied itself with the antislavery cause and grew, but after reconstruction the women's movement cut itself off froa any possibility of fundamental change by accepting segregation
and the practical reenslavetaent of Black people and turning to winning property
rights for upper-class women.
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rights of oppressed women and to mobilize and link up with that revolutionary
energy from the grass roots lies beneath its defeat.
Working alliances roust be sought out with Third World women activists and
organizations. White women have to examine their demands and programs and
schools and newspapers: do they raise the questions and issues which concern
Black women? Do they attack the criminal fact that 342 of women of childbearing age in Puerto Rico, a US colony, have been sterilized? If the women's
movement is really organizing women, is active in communities and workplaces,
it will find itself in the parts of this segregated society where Third World
and white women meet, working with Black and Puerto Rican and Chicana women,
whose national consciousness and militancy will push the women's movement forward. If we look at the most developed mass struggles which women are leading,
Third World women are there: the battle for the schools, the welfare movetaent,
the rank and file strikes at Farah and Oneita. This is our women's movement.
Another wrong idea is that men are the enemies of women.- This is not true.
Capitalism is women's eneay. While we struggle fiercely against all forms of
sexist behavior t and always fight to root it out from among the people, we want
to build unity with all the people who are embattled against imperialism.
•Thinking of men as the enemy often takes the form of a kind of purism in practice — a withdrawal from struggling with men. As soon as women engage the-sfelves with the problems of working-class women they will find themselves working with men, opening some meetings to men, searching for alliances with all
other parts of the left and working-class movement to win the necessary goals.
This is common sense, ^'ctaen don't live in a vacuum.
The idea that a women's movement doesn't have to take on the state and the
bosses is the other idea which holds women back. This is a form of American
exceptionalism, the idea that this revolution, will be a revolution of consciousness. Ke are not just improxdng our understanding or uniting together or educating ourselves and liberating our creative energies in counter-institutions —
we are organizing a movement to overthrow the real enemies of women and reorganize society so that women's freedom can be seriously addressed at last. We
Biust direct our Bovectent against the ruling class and its agent imperialists.
This is not a ssall matter. It is a matter of building class conscious women's
organizations s teaching woaen who their real enemies are and participating in
militant activity of all kinds to bring about a change. This is r.ot only a
matter of line but of practical vork, of joining all the active struggle.? of
women, of talking to groups of people who don't already accept the ideas of the
women's movement. When our sisters are out on strike we should be on the
picket line too. When the city closes a daycare center we should open it back
up. Don't forget Mother Jones: "Whatever your fight, don't be ladylike!"
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— Celia Sojourn
for the Central Committee, WUO
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marred by oversimplifications, misdirected anger, and incomplete
knowledge of the content of the movements of which they speak. As
we've said before, we think that issues relating to sexual politics and
the relation of the women's movement to the revolutionary movement
in general are of vital and primary importance. They are also issues
that hit all of us real close to home, regardless of our particular
political orientation or area of interest. We tend to feel strongly and
personally in both positive and negative ways when conflicts to be
struggled with arise. We've gotten some eloquent replies to the
statement from various folks, and we thank everyone who took the time
to prepare one. Much of what we felt about Central Command's statement
was well covered in several of the replies, especially that of the Left Bank
Collective, so we're going to try to speak more about some aspects that
were not spoken to as fully. We urge that none of the statements about
feminism that we are printing this issue be allowed to create division
and mutual alienation between those of us with widely different backgrounds
and outlooks, but rather that we all use them to understand each
other more completely and accurately.
The major ways in which we disagree with the NWLF center around
some of the ways they use concepts of class to judge the validity of
feminism and homosexuality. We disagree with the notion that "the woman
question" can be neatly reduced to "the class question" without the
recognition of the pervasive and particular oppression of women,, and
the subsequent understanding of the dialectical importance of the
autonomous women's movement. We disagree with their analysis of
the "privileged" class character of feminism and homosexuality. And
we feel that they have misstated and misrepresented the claims of both
groups.

women developing their own solidarity and resistance as women.
Many women throughout history have understood their commonality
with each other. In the last ten years, there has been an explosion
of anti-sexist consciousness which has possibly touched more lives in
America than any other potentially revolutionary idea in the same
period of time. As in any movement, the women's movement has all
sorts of trends within it, and some of them have indeed been reactionary
in the sense that they disregard class, ignore the material bases and
results of sexism ?.n favor of elitist, isolating and metaphysical theories,
and foster the continuation of capitalism rather than the making of
revolution. Those reactionary trends do not define the whole movement] It would be horribly wasteful to ignore the enormous potential
of the women's movement to galvanize the minds and bodies of women
towards fighting for their lives. Sexism, the reason for the existence
of the women''S movement, is not mentioned in the NWLF's statement
Also, implicit in the statement seems to be the assumptions that
poor people have a monopoly on correct revolutionary vision. We
don't believe this is so. There seems to be in this statement a good
deal of anger at attitudes among comrades which the NWLF characterizes as coming fromprivilegedclass backgrounds. We feel that
such anger often has real and ample bases. Central Command however,
doesn't give us enough of a handle on just what the "privileged11
attitudes in this case consist of. Neither the phenomenon of homosexuality nor the existence of feminism are solely or essentially the
results of privilege; and merely stating that anyone who disagrees
with the NWLF's saying so must have a privileged consciousness herse.
is a set-up, not a substantive criticism. We don't think that we are
completely free of the kind of class bias which prevents one from fully
comprehending the reality of certain situations. The NWLF is correct
in asserting the "a poor person's needs are quite different from the nee

Finally, as stated elsewhere in this issue, we noticed indications of antigay prejudice in the NWLF's characterizations. Has the NWLF checked
out the recent writings and practice of the Bay Area's gay and lesbian leftis
activists? Gay people can be reactionary; their homosexuality can be a
cause and/or an effect of this tendency. Gayness can also be a
revolutionary choice in its own right, and in fact can be for some people
a far superior personal choice than what alltoooften passes for sexual
love between men and women in this society.
Again, our proviso: no trash, intended. These exchanges only
scratch the surface of some large questions. We want the exchanges
to continue, and we want what everyone learns to be assimilated in
thought and action.
BARC

Freedom of sexual choice is a civil right! We must attack and
fight for it!
We feminists and homosexuals will have to be accepted as
comrades in arms if we are to bring this monstrous system to
its knees. Unity in struggle shall be our goal.] Gay militants and
feminists will play a large role in the revolution for freedom of
all because of their determination to be free! We all yearn for
freedom!
We've remained silent too long. Patrie ou mort. Nous
surmonterons !
Unity in struggle!
From a comrade in struggle.

recently about feminism, the women's movement and homosexuality* One was put out by the
NWL,F in a communique called
"Feminism and Homosexuality"
and the other was written by Celia
Sojurn of the Weather Underground
called, "The Woman Question is a
Class Question". In reading these
two I had criticisms of both because I didn't feel that either one
clearly characterized the movement--present or future--toward
women's liberation and against
women's oppression. First, since
I felt that there was some confusion of terms, especially around
that enigma called feminism (radical, socialist, reactionary, revolutionary, bourgeois, etc. ) T
thought I should define feminism
as I see it.
To me feminism represents an
analysis of:
--the roots and the effects of sexism/male supremacy on all peoplewomen, men and children;
--the fight to resist and eliminate
these oppressive forces; and
--the alternative we are striving
toward.

Revolutionary feminism is not a
separate struggle and does not
imply an analysis that relates exclusively to women. Instead it is
one of the key elements of our
overall struggle because it concerns itself with all the everyday
contradictions and struggles, the
strategy and tactics that we must
study and put into -practice to understand how we can all achieve
complete freedom. But its particular focus is in understanding
how all the elements of our lives
are impacted by the forces that
oppress women. To fully understand the enemy, we must understand women's oppression, To
fully understand the ingredients
of a new culture, a new society,
we must understand the liberation
of women and the strategy it will
take to get from here to there.
This is how I define my own feminism. This revolutionary feminism that I speak of does not constitute a movement at this time--

for equality with bourgeois men,
but this is a co-optation of feminism, a perversion of feminism
or better put--not feminism at
all. The departure of the ways
between revolutionary feminists
and the so-called feminists who
operate from a reactionary perspective comes from the vast difference in the way the roots of
sexism are defined (who the enemy
is) and in the type and manner of
change women see as being necessary (the type of battle we are
ready to wage and the type of society we wish to build).
On the continum in between the
revolutionary and the reactionary
lies the neart of present-day struggles among women. These can in
no way be considered reactionary
although they contain bourgeois
tendencies as well as revolutionary potential. They arise from
women's own awareness of the
particular burdens, problems,
restrictions and insights that are
intimately tied into women's everyday lives. Some of these women
call themselves feminists but most
do not.

plague us all, not just feminists
and not just homosexuals--the te&
dency to see issues in isolation
such that we do not have a complete world view but one seen
through self-imposed blinders,
the tendency to be arrogant and
self-centered, the hostility and
disunity that result from analyses
that are incorrect and therefore
lead to methods of change that
will fall far short of our goal of
total freedom for all people.
These bourgeois weaknesses areall very real and the NWLF is
right in analyzing them and understanding their potential to hold us
back. But since feminism and homosexuality are analyzed only in
regard to these tendencies--the
negative side of the dialectic--the
analysis is incomplete, one-sided,
arrogant and accusatory leading
to the implication in the communique that the struggles of women
and gays are overwhelmingly reactionary and are only on the fringes
of more serious struggle. Therefore also implying that neither one
deserves anything more than our
most secondary attention and

paid work like housework, or lowpaid alienating work that essentially makes a person a cog in a big
machine/bureaucracy that she/he
has no control over or interest in.
One half of all these people I'm
talking about here are women,
and those aspects of oppression
that affect women on top of, in
addition to and often times more
seriously than the fact that they
are poor and/or Third World must
be seen as crucial to our overall
understanding.' Women's oppression and the struggle against it
cannot be seen as removed from
the struggles of poor people for
food, housing, employment, health
care and education because those
very struggles are impacted by
such things as women raising fam-

simple fact that they are women.
So the oppression of poor and
working people is the oppression
of women and vice versa.
In this sense women's liberation is not just the icing on the
cake of the •whole peoples' liberation—something to be saved for
last, a decorative attribute, a
bourgeois indulgence. No, instead
it is the flour--one of the main ingredients- -without which the cake
is not a cake no matter how much
we try to make it look like one-it just doesn't taste right! To analyze feminism without laying out
revolutionary potentials and relationships is to deny that anything
like revolutionary feminism can
exist and in fact must exist for
the revolution to be complete and

that because the vast majority of
poor people do not see the relationship between feminism and
their lives that feminism is i r r e levant. Of course bourgeois "feminism" is irrelevant to us because
it doesn't speak to any of our
needs and the solutions posed will
not do anything to change our
lives. But, hell, most people
in this country think that communist revolution is against their
interests too--but that's merely
a symptom of bourgeois conditioning and education--it sure isn't
an indication that communist revolution is irrelevant. It just means
that we got a hell of a lot of work
ahead of us.
Alot of the things that I focussed in on feminism also apply to
the NWLF's non-dialectical analysis of homosexuality. Homosexuality is not reactionary or revolutionary in and of itself. It is a
word that indicates sexual orientation--a personal and frequently
political choice that is subject to
certain forms of oppression in a
society that considers itself to be
heterosexual and attempts to dic-

just patently untrue. Of course I
would agree that homosexuals who
have bourgeois goals and objectives
are reactionary and ignore the interests of poor people who are
both gay and straight themselves.
I would expect it of them. And of
course they are lonely, self-centered and probably .hung up on
their sexuality j u s t like most other
people who adhere to bourgeois
values. But to acknowldge this is
not to suggest tha^ the stamp of
"reactionary" is inherent in the
very act of being a homosexual.
Again, this is narrow, one-sided,
backward thinking. The progressive and revolutionary struggles
by gays must also be seen in the
context of bourgeois tendencies
and revolutionary potential.
The feelings of guilt that others
are more oppressed than we are
as women or as men or as gays
or straights or blacks or whites
or whoever is non-productive. As
far as I'm concerned I'm fighting
any and all forms of oppression
in my life. The p e r p e t r a t o r of
all these forms of oppression has
a common base in US imperialism

this external enemy (the ruling
class) an armed struggle is necessary and to destroy the internal
one (bourgeois mentality) a cultural revolution must continue to
evolve out of the personal consciousness and life we strive to

build even now in the midst of
bourgeois society. I'm fighting
to see that no form of oppression
is tolerated or condoned against
any person or group. Building
the revolution is our priority, but
that process is more like putting
together a big jigsaw puzzle in
which I may focus on fitting in one
piece at one particular time and
you may focus on another piece,
but all of us have the same objective in wanting to put the puzzle

women's movement, the role of
the women's movement in building
the armed struggle and the responsibility of any women's movement
to deal with male supremacy.
The article suggests that the
crucial questions are "-who am I
organizing and for what? " This
to me has the patronizing, arrogant connotations of so many "professional radicals" in the left who
feel it is their responsibility to
twll the so-called masses how to
get it together—a danger that is
referred to in the NWLF communique. -I do not see our women's
movement growing out of a decision by the "organizers" that they
are going to organize certain elements in our population to do certain things and then once this is
decided to super-impose themselves onto the efforts already
going forward among these elements of the population, such that
the women's movement grows
the top down in a hierarchical fashion. No, instead revolutionary
movements evolve by people corning together on a grass roots level—small at first and not with the
idea that they will constitute a
movement --but growing,-ever larger when their obiectives andfoctss

round issues they have found crucial to their lives, and in so doing, thay have provided the examples that have caused other women
to replace their sense of alienation and despair with the motivation to also begin confronting the
oppressive conditions of their
lives. In this process the most
crucial questions in developing
the revolutionary potential of this
movement are, "who is the enemy
and how can we deal with the many facets of that enemy to create
the type of society we as women
think will be meaningful,, I!
The most progressive and revolutionary women are merely the
catalysts in developing such potential, and they must exist within-in fact grow out of--a movement
that builds from the bottom up among the most oppressed women.
Revolutionary women contribute
the impetus toward building revolutionary objectives and strategy
while the basic components of energy and motivation come from the
large grass-roots base of women.
This catalytic effect speeds up a
process already in motion and can
only take effect when the right components exist.
Sojourn seems to speak to women who are isolated and outside

to rescue women from the grips of
the bourgeois women's movement
and we do not need or want to
"seize" leadership from the organizations that constitute it, no more
than we would be interested in
seizing leadership from any other
bourgeois organization. This narrow women's movement is not going to lead the majority of women
astray because in fact it's not leading—it is a panacea that bourgeois
society is trying to foist on women
to divert their interest and dispel
their energy in meaningless reforms f But this coopted version
of the women's movement will never succeed in this in spite of the
many forums provided by the media and in spite of all the token women pushed forward into positions
in government and industry. Because all these things are just like
a new coat of paint on an old structure that is falling apart. The bourgeois women's movement does not
speak to much of anything that
strikes a note of responsiveness among poor women, working women,
and those middle class women who
cannot see throwing their lot in
with those who want a bigger peice
of the rotten pie. Any bourgeois
version of women's interests will
eventually be brought to an end by
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ment, but she ignores an important priority. We have a responsibility and more important, a vested interest, in. struggling against
the qualities of the oppressor that
permeate our culture so thoroughly that they can be found in differing degrees among our male
friends, lovers, co-workers, husbands, brothers, fathers and in
all groups that include both women
and men, including those that profess revolutionary objectives. This
priority does not identify men as
the enemy, but it &oes speak to the
importance of .confronting and resisting all aspects of bourgeois indoctrination that manifests themselves as male privilege and domination and women's acquiescence
to it. If we don't take on male supremacy in our day-to-day lives it
will present a barrier to women
. and men's abilities to work together.
Another priority of a revolutionary women's movement must be
the building of support among women for armed struggle because
this is the ultimate axis of our efforts to "take on the state. " Sojourn's article deals with this priority vaguely and without the emphasis it deserves. Yet the reality

is that any mass movement can be
strong and long-lived, vital and
growing only in so far as it builds
at its very heart support for the
armed struggle. Right now this
means a growing consciousness among women of the nature of the
enemy and the relationship between
the women's movement and the
armed actions that complement
our struggles. Again, progressive
women act as the catalyst in developing this as a priority. A women's movement that is built without finally recognising the necessity of armed struggle cannot be
revolutionary.
Women have a crucial role to
play in building and participating
in the armed struggle--part of that
role is developing right now in the
building of the underground as a
front capable of surviving and confronting the enemy through armed
actions that are responsive to the
anti-sexist, anti- racist and aiiti-

port armed action will scare people away. This type of thinking denies our progressive role as revolutionary women and men.
I agree with Celia Sojourn when
she says that this is a turning
point. A revolutionary women's
movement is a necessary part of
the foundation of a revolution that

and so even though I may disagree,
I appreciate the efforts that went
into addressing the important issues surrounding feminism and the
women's movement by the NWLF
and the WU.
My love and regards in struggle,
Emily
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Dear EAKC:

This is in response to "Peminism and
Homosexuality," a paper recently released by "Central Coaimand" of the
OTLF. We believe that this statement
reflects some serious political errors not only around the question of
the role of women and gays in the liberation struggle, but also around the
question of the role of comrades in
general whose class background is not.
poor.
The impression that this statement
gives is that it was written in response to two rather specific incidents
involving women who may have made errors in judgement. But, comrades, a

temper tantrum is not. a substitute
for a reasoned arguement! The generaliaations laid down about, radical
feminists and gays in terms of their
class backgrounds (yes, thare are
poor feminists and gays!), in terms
of their ability both to learn from
poor people, and to contribute to the
liberation struggle as fighters and
leaders, totally ignore the disproportionally high proportion of freedom fighters coming from these very
two groups. ?/ere Kathy Powers and
Susan Saxe unable to 'embrace the
needs of poor people, men and women
alike?' Perhaps Camilla Hall and
Mizmoon were 'reactionary'?

Central Cosnnand's statement represents
the views of other units of the If'/LFbut at any rate it is absurd to suggest that Central Command can represent or speak for poor people as a
TJhole class, "Feminism and Homosexuality" appears then, not. as a statement o.f any coherent class analysis,
but rather a mystification of a personal struggle within the- KWLP.
But even if Central Command did legitimately speak for all poor people,
it. would still bq wrong to assert
that poor people are .the only people
who have the requisite experiences
with this fascist state to direct the
liberation struggle. This is the
politics of guilt, and we totally reject it. People do not struggle,
fight, risk their lives, go to jail
for life, or die out. of some sense of
guilt or obligation toward someone
else whose oppression may be of a different sort than their own. People
fight to liberate themselves from the
oppression which they feel most, immediately: their own! The process of
rewolution is one of uniting all the
elements of society suffering under &
common source of oppression, smashing
that source, and building something
new. Ihe elements of this society
that are oppressed by this vicious

her I In a society where such a large
proportion of the population has grow:
up in relative affluence and under
widely varying material conditions,
assigning poor people (or black people, or gay people, or women...} alone
the leadership and the standard of
oppression to which other revolutionaries must aspire is self defeating,
Psople will fight to free themselvesthe revolution, grovis out of all those
people who are fighting this ruling
class monster linking up with other
oppressed people, and this link up
will never happen as long as we are
playing 'more oppressed than thou'.

curity, the following: Do the separate units have any input into such
statements? Does this statement speak
for and bind individual units? Or is
it; just the policy of the Central Command? Some clarification on the relationship of Central Command to the
rest of the organization seems in order if Central Command is going to be
speaking for the organization on issues of the importance
of the ones in "Feminism and
Homosexuality."

inism and Homosexuality" is not. a
step toward isolating cosmos. allies,

Finally, we want to,express a very
high level of support and solidarity .
with the New World Liberation Front's
past activities in attacking the common enemy. We are hoping that '*Fem-

92 Pike St.
Seattle, Wash.

This is an open letter to the
Left Bank Political Collective from
the New World Liberation Front
in response to your recent letter
that contained criticism of the Central Command's statements on
Feminism and Homosexuality, raised questions about the NWLF attidues toward leadership in relation to class backround, and asked

specific questions about the orga;
izational structure of the NWLF
relating to the process of making
policy decisions and the relationship of the Central Command to
the rest of the organization. TM
letter of reply to the Left Bank
Political Collective was prepared
by the Peoples' Information Relaj
(# 1) of the Front since we felt we
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is incorrect. These two incidents
were described as examples from
their own experience that could be
analyzed in order to better understand the point they were trying
to make. The point did not rest
on these two examples but on a
large body of reasoning. To imagine that the Central Command
would include Kathy Powers, Susan Saxe, Mlzmoon or Camilla
Hall in the class of persons described as reactionary radical feminists is to completely misunderstand the NWLF position. In the
words of an NWLF analyst: "People will bring up women like Mizmoon. She went through a feminist-lesbian process but it was a
stepping stone. When she began
to move, she was a revolutionary,
a guerrilla and a feminist: first,
second, third, in that order. The
f i r s t two made the third find perspective as a facet of her total
make-up. She was a socialist revolutionary above all--concerned
with all--and working with men
and women. She had become free
enough to see it all. "
It is not true that our Central
Command are of unknown class
backround. They have stated that

suggest that our Central Command
can speak for poor people as a
whole class ! They do not speak
"for" all the poor in the sense of
having consulted with all, but in
the sense of "for" as "in the interests of".
In the 4th paragraph of your
letter you make the following
statement: "People fight to liberate themselves from the oppression which they feel most immediately: their own! The process
of revolution is one of uniting all
the elements of society suffering
under a common source of oppression. . . " We feel that this statement is completely incorrect and
rests on a foundation of selfishness
and collective selfishness rather
than principled theory. While
many may be prepared to fight to
end their own oppression, people
fighting only for their own self
interest could never be considered to be revolutionaries. Certainly you do not believe that our fallen comrades from Weather, the
SLA or the George Jackson Brigade
were fighting only for themselves
or fighting for themselves at all
since they gave their lives to further our struggle. To fight only
to end your own oppression is ex-

actly the error denounced by the
Central Command in their statement on Feminism and Homosexualityj
To assign the role of leadership to the poor and oppressed is
not an error as you suggest. People from more prileged backgrounds do not understand the problems of the poor unless and until
they abandon all the advantages of
their backgrounds and become
part of the class fdr whom they
would fight. Until a person has
shared the experiences of the most
oppressed (hunger, poor health,
unsafe housing, prison) she/he
can never fully understand these
experiences. Without a complete
understanding of the experiences
of the poor, it would be a dangerous error to try to place oneself
in a position of leadership. It
would also be futile since the poor
would never follow such inexperienced leadership and would properly denounce it as arrogant.
People from privileged backgrounds
who would join with and fight with
those who have a great deal at
stake must first learn from..them.

An intense study of principled
theory will assist those who think
that the poor and oppressed are
not the best qualified to define
their needs (and the most effective
way of meeting them) in purging
themselves of such mistaken ideas.
This is the lesson of the Chinese
Cultural Revolution.
Your questions about the process for arriving at such positions, the imput of the other units
and the relationship of the Central
Command to the rest of the Front
are important ones. There is
continuous dialogue between all
aspects of the front and-in one
sense- such statements as Feminism and Homosexuality are the
product of this dialogue by the
time they are made public. The
Information Relay and all of the
staff of TUG definitely had imput
in this statement as did all aspects
of the front with the sole exception of the underground Intelligence
Unit. Their statement in support
of the position taken and explained
by the Central Command •will be
published in issue 13 of The Urban
Guerrilla (TUG). All aspects of
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sion making process. In terms of
the respect and affection felt for
our Central Command by the rest
of the front as well as their oft demonstrated ability to formulate
principled theory and arrive at
correct positions on the basis of
their more extensive experience,
they definitely do_ speak for the
entire New World Liberation Front
without any obligation to consult
with any other unit either underground or above. We study and
learn from the statements and actions T)i our Central Command andwhile we have at times thought
they were in error - study and analysis have always made us realize

those outside the front who struggle to understand radically new
theory formulated or explained by
our Central Command. The New
World Liberation Front accepts
the leadership of our Central Command because they have demonstrated their ability to lead, out
of respect for their ability and
commitment to the liberation of
the poor and oppressed, and because of the immense affection we
feel for each other.
P1R-1 NWLF
423 Oak St.
San Francisco, CA.
94102

i* • •
May 23, 1976
Dear BARC,
I am writing in support of the
New World Liberation Front's
stand on reactionary radical feminism and homosexuality. 1 think
it is important to realize and rei:
terate the fact that it is not or
never was a blanket statement on
all feminists and homosexuals,
but directed to those who are co-.

ming from a subjective point of
view. It was also not a statement
purging these people, but an attempt to show that they are misdirected and have not yet opened

assist in enlightening these comrades to the total change that must
take place.
After the statement was released and I became aware of the
seemingly large contingent of "progressive minded " people who
disagreed with the position, I was
at first critical of the Central Command; not for the content of the
message, but for a lack of clarity
in the presentation that I felt must
be there if so many of these so
called "revolutionaries" could not
grasp this basic contradiction..
But as I reflected more upon the
subject, struggling with it again
and again amongst my comrades,
and then went back and reread the
statement, I began to realize that
it was not a lack of clarity in the
communique, but a lack of complete understanding on my part,
which was resolved through meaningful dialogue and analysis. Each
time I reread and re-study the
communique now, I see it as a totally clear and concise statement
that had to be said and understood,
because it is the truth, no matter
how much discord it might initially
provoke.
From my observations, the majority of opposition to the Front's
stand has come mainly from peo-

beration of all, those who "react"
negatively to this statement are
still coming from a subjective,
class oriented viewpoint. Because
of the obvious correlation between
the background of the majority
of reactionary radical feminists
and gay liberatioiiists (privileged
class), and the background of the
outspoken majority who are opposed to this stance (also privileged)
the only conclusion. I can draw is
that they are too "close " to those
whom the statement is directed,
and are taking it in a persona,!,
defensive manner--viewing it as
an accusation and unconditional
dismissal. They see their personal liberation as the most pressing issue to be fighting for.
We, as fellow comrades all involved in the same struggle, must
help these sisters and brothers to
expand their range of vision and
understanding, and through the
study of class analysis and principled theory awaken them to the
desparate needs of the people who
are literally dying every day because of this brutal, anti-humanistic order.
Toward a new day for all,
Marlene
PIR-1, NWLF
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The opening paragraph of the communique stated that these questions
should be approached as all other issues, that "they should be
studied and struggled with together". If these communiques reveal
systematic study and. struggle around the questions of feminism and
homosexuality, then your process of revolutionary examination is
shoddy at best.
Nowhere is a definition of feminism provided.. In fact, only the most
reactionary aspects of what has been a vital and. tremendous movement
were mentioned. As with all ideas that come from peoples' oppression,
feminism has been put to use (co-opted) by privileged classes. There
are as many forms of feminism as there are of socialism. They range
from reactionary forms (privileged women fighting "male chauvinism"
to insure themselves the same race and class privilege their men
automatically get), to fascist feminism which calls for the genocide
of all men (where clearly oppressed men are surely the first targets),
to revolutionary feminism which sprang from the needs of working
class women and which has brought Incredible life and. direction to all
of the Left.
We are members of a working class lesbian collective which has been
in operation for some years. We do not consider ourselves part of
the Mainstream feminist movement because it has been over run with
middle and tipper class women who are trying to use it to insure
their class security within capitalism. But all movements have suffered this problem, since it is in the nature of our society to attempt
to absorb and buy off those movements which will not go away, I.e.
the great American labor movement. Feminism is the response of women
to the contradiction of saxism and must be coupled with a clear economic and historical ideology to be complete. By mentioning only
forms of feminism dominated by privileged women, KWLF seems to be
quite willing to allow these people control of our words and ideas.
Purposefully neglecting to examine the revelutionary threads of the
feminist movement, and giving ridiculous examples of where feminism
can lead without any discussion of the ideas at the bottom of this
movement, Is irresponsible and dangerous.
To talk about women refusing to follow male leadership or read any
thing written by men, as if that were the main points of strong
feminists, is to pretend that feminism only exists in relation to
the left, wheras In reality it exists in relation to the total
dialectic of our society. Our collective neither has nor wants men
In it. Moreovers we are convinced that only the existence of a
strong autonomous female movement, in principled alliance with

has significantly changed our class situation), our experiences
with middle and upper class women in the women's movement have
reinforced our strong attachment to and. desire to build, alliances
with men from our own class.
The NWLF's misconceptions about feminism were appalling. It was
like reading a comic book In its selective simplicity and limited
approach. This is clearly an organization which has not recognized
the Important contributions feminism has made In general radical
ideology. Nowhere does the communique discuss the economic"role of
the nuclear family, the use by the ruling class, of women as a permanently underemployed (potentially scab) group, of the oppression
and discrimination of women in every aspect of life, and of the
gross violence brought down on women by rapists, psychiatrists,
medical experimenters, and. husbands. With out an analysis of the
position of women, how can there be an analysis of feminism; the
political response to that position?
In the communique'regarding homosexuality, there has clearly been
no research or examination of reality. In fact, through out the
communique the word homosexuality was virtually coupled with the
word reactionary in every instance. Out of Ignorance it seems that
your incorrect analysis is another attempt to insure your own
hetero privilege, which Is sanctioned and encouraged, by school,
state and church.
Homosexuality Is not a phenomenon of the privileged classes and
NWLF was as content with such an unsubstantiated, unmateriallstlc
observation as Time Magazine Is when they attribute it to the
perverted lower classes. We are of every class, race and political
affiliation, and like all movements we reflect this fact. The
truth is that as working class lesbians we have always had our
history distorted or denied; never given our legitimate place as
part of the class or class struggle. No true history of any
exploited peoples is ever written until they gain the power to control
their lives.
Homosexuals are not "reactionary toward the opposite sex", nor does
our "fear and. confusion come out many times as hostility". Like
all oppressed peoples we are hostile toward our oppressors. But
homosexuality Is not the result of disliking the opposite sex,
but of loving the same sex. This Is an important distinction to
be made, especially for all of those hetero sen who can only conclude
that all female sesuallty (willing or adverse) revolves around them.

You state "Reactionary homosexuals are generally lonely, selfcentered people who view sex as all-importan*. Most of their time
Is spent around, sexually-oriented issues or In pursuit of sex".
Since you nowhers speak of any other homosexuals than reactionary
ones, we can only take your statements as generalizations. First,
we wonder where this data was gleaned; did NWLF survey all the local
queers? Second, this centering of energy on the crotch has always
been a male phenomenon. We are working class lesbians whose lives
are devoted to making revolution, whose energies are focused on our
desire to be free. We cannot separate our class, our social lives,
and our-politics, because they are all Integral to our concept of
revolution. You reinforce tho Ideology of the legal, educational
and religious institutions of this society in trying to define
homosexuality as a sexual phenomenon when it Is actually a social
and. political one. The nuclear family, the free labor of women In
the home, the granting of sexual privilege by the ruling class men
to working class men allowing them someone to feel superior to,
{sexlsia and. racism operate similarly here) and the indespensibllity
and desirability of the male are all threatened by lesbianism.
How the hell can the NWLP put out two communiques on feminism and
homosexuality and no where run down one work that relates to working
class revolutionary women like ourselves? Something central is
missing in such an analysis, and that is a correct class perspective
which should, be the basis for examining both groups, not knee-jerk
attempts to attribute anything which threatens you or which you do
not understand to the "privileged classes". Without this kind of
examination, without familiarizing yourselves with the existent
working class organizations from these groups, you leave yourselves
open to frightening errors perpetrating false consciousness insld.e
your organiztlon and. throughout the class.
While condemning feminism and homosexuality as "not embracing the
needs of poor people", EWLF does not describe these movements,
our demands, our practice, or even our class make-up. You have the
right to make principled arguments against the actual ideas of
real, i.e. working class, feminists or gay movements, but you have
HO right to deny us our class! Our class is the basis for our
whole lives and identities (where it has been horrible and where It
has given us strength) and because you are threatened by our politics
or unwilling to do the research and struggle necessary to truely learn
about our movements, you cannot make classlst and absurd assumptions
about what our class is. We expect some serious self-criticism
around these offhand, simplistic, and. Incorrect communiques.
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I feel especially qualified to respond to the N.VV.L.P,'s statement on
feminism and homosexuality inasmuch
as i am both-a member of the George
Jackson Brigade and a man who, while
not gay, is a lover of men. The following comments do not necessarily
reflect the position of the Brigade
on the question of sexism. I am looked down and out of touch with Seattle's underground. It might be noted,
however, that the G.J.B. consists of
people who are working together to
smash the bourgeois power base of sexual oppression - the ideology and institution of heterosexuality.
Secondly, i will, not- here attempt to
set out a detailed examination of the
political questions surrounding the
issue of sexual oppression. This has
been done by persons eminently more
qualified than this writer (The Furies, Eadicalesbians, etc., while somewhat dated, published material going
to the very basis of the sexual issue)..
Suffice it to say that i {having
learned from the leadership of the women within the Brigade) opt for organizing white revolutionaries along sexual lines. Women children with women
and men children with men. Each representing and protecting the special
interests of their sex on a future
War Council. National minorities

on a unified War Council.

placing all women who do not want to
Xastly, since the K.W.L.F. raises the participate in their scheme of things
issue of privilege and class, i would in the reactionary classification. .
like to briefly touch upon my person- There are communities of radical soal history and the"forces that shaped cialist feminists who do put the class
me political development. My mother question first, above the sexuaJL issue,
but who are not willing to abandon the
and father were welders during the
struggle against sexual oppression
second world war. After they split
up my mother was prevented from work- entirely. And that»s what they would
ing because of her sex. She went to have to do in order to adopt the sexual line of the H.W.l.P.
Alaska and homesteaded with four
Brothers and sisters of the Front
children,-where we lived off and on
welfare under conditions of absolute (i cry out of love for you as i write
poverty. My first incarceration was this), the revolution must be cultural
at the age of thirteen, and life since as well as political and economic. No
has been one continous battle with the one will be free until we are all. free
forces of the existing order. I was from every form of exploitation and
radicalized by the anti-war movement oppression. Women and gays are opand as a result of my participation in pressed and exploited by bourgeois
cultural norms. It is axiomatic that.
the struggle of prisoners inside Me
oppressed
people must define the terms
Keil Island penetentiary. I was reand conditions of their own opleased on writ from Leavenworth in.
1972, and have been active in Seattle pression. But you won't even lispolitics ever since. I am an A&P air- ten. When women attempted to "educraft mechanic and member of the work- cate (you)...as to their needs" you
turned them off, using-the privileged
ing, class. Ky story is the same as
class of these comrades as your pre-that of almost every prisoner in
text for doing so.
Amerika.
• Communist revolutionaries who hav/e
not yet initiated internal cultural
changes should do so without delay,
Ihe New World Liberation Pront correctly points out the fact that there and these changes should be reflected
in their daily work. It is no good are both reactionary and socialist
attempting to argue that "poor and
feminists. How they draw the line be-

rect. The bourgeois insitutions and And as the people's glorious chairman
media have inculcated many backwards says: Bo investigation, No right to
ideas in the minds of the masses.
speak.
Communists should not try and rely on
Things are seldom black or white,
this "backwardness as justification for but shades of changing degrees of
their refusal to undergo the internal gray. The women's and gay movements
changes required by the struggle •
are this way too. They are full of
against sexism.
The IS .W.I. P. admits its sexual
lines are "spontaneous responses generally reflect(ed) (by) the class
(they) were raised in." This again
only points out the amount of work
•to "be done in busting the bourgeois
ideological hemogony within the working class. In addition to being sexist, much of the working class is rampantly racist. The duty of communists
is to create the basis for the new order in the struggle to destroy the
old one. We must be living examples internal contradictions; some primary,
of that which we seek to create.
some secondary, some trends on the
Shis cannot be accomplished by subsi- rise and some in decline. In order to
tuting, as the N.W.L.P. has, detailed understand a thing we must study it in
political analysis of sexual oppres- order to determine what is primary,
sion with the prejudices of a confused positive and on the rise (and visa
class of people.
versa),the material reasons for the
The sexism of comrades within the changes—its contradictions, external
H.W.I.P. is most clearly reflected in and internal, and its history of deits line on homosexuality. They start velopmen"t.
out by saying that "homosexuality is
The Gay liberation Movement grew
a reactionary state that appears mos- out of the Stonewall Street, riots in
tly in the privileged classes." This New York and quickly spread into a

direction and general left support,
the leadership of the Gay Movement
fell into the hands of petty bourgeois
opportunists and reformists. This
probably accounts for the N.W.L.P.
sentiment with respect to class (coupled with their biases). But there
are emerging trends caused by internal
and external contradictions; these are
positive and progressive. Polks wishing to deal with the question must
study it from a dialectical and historical perspective. The same holds
true for the women's movement.

failure to attack even male privilege and the womens 1 movement's
"willingness to participate in Struggle requiring risk and sacrifice
will be dealtwith in a future issue
of Dragon.
Finally, i want to congradulate
the NWLF on their recent victory
against Bay View Savings and Loan
and remind them of my love and
respect for them and their willingness to fight for the needs of poor
and working people. T too have
suffered from the cultural chauvinism and classism of the women's movement and i t ' s not out
of .support for the backwards aspects of their politics that this
criticism is made. But rather
from a recognition of the fact that
the struggle against sexism is
essential to the achievement and
objectives of liberation.
Things must go apart before
Progressive elements within the wo- fchey come together. This is a
men's movement are undergoing the dif- period of cultural revolution, of
ficult process of dealing with class
fierce internal and external strugbackround, the risk and sacrifice of
gle. Splits are encouraged--exstruggle and deeply rooted anti-male
pose false unite. Smash sexism
sentiment. As women and gays come
and classism.
more and more to grips with the is5/23/76
sue of class, heterosexual communists
Edward A. Mead
must work to deal with their sexism;
King Co. Jail
on all levels.
Seattle, Wa. 98104

2-2-76:

FIRST SCUMLORD COMMUNIQUE. Demanded
that slum landlords in San Francisco bring unsafe housing
up to code, that $72, 000 which District Attorney Frietas has
asked for to "combat terrorists" be used to defend tenants1
rights, and that PG&cE pay for 50% of any necessary repairs
to bring unsafe housing up to fire-code safety standards. Urged comrades to organize in tenants unions and force landlords
to make repairs. [Central Command]

2-2-76: SCUMLORD HIT LIST. [Central Command]
3 SCUMLORD BOMBINGS. The house of Beatrice Presant (owner of the Gartland Apts, which burned down, killing 12-25 peo|
le), Jack Osheroff's car (a landlord), and 5 PG&E transformers in Marin County. Only the firebombing of the car was successful; the other two bombs were dismantled by police before
they went off. [Lucio Cabanas Unit]
2- 17-76: ELEVEN PG&E POWER POLES were cut part way through and
power cables were severed. NWLF warned workers to be careful of all poles. Demanded free utilities for all unemployed and
poor people, senior citizens. Gave the redevelopment agency
48 hrs. to respond to the demands of Tenants For Action, a
Hunters Point/Bayview (S,F.) community tenants organization.
[Central Command]
• 2-29-76:N. ARDEN DENEKAS removed from Scumlord List for bringing his housing up to code. [Central Command]
3-5-76: REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY BOMBED. [Sam Melville/Jonathan Jackson Unit]
4-6-76: BAYVIEW FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BOMBED. Mission
branch, San Francisco, [unclaimed]

lord List. [Central Command]
For the past two and a half months the NWLF has mounted a campaign
against San Francisco slum landlords which has been highly successful.
Since they issue a "scumlord list n on February 2nd, two landlords named on the list have met NWLF demands to bring their housing up to code.
N. Arden Denekas responded quickly to NWLF demands, before he became a target for bombing attacks, and his name was removed from
the scumlord list. Bayview Federal Savings and Loan offices were bombed first in San Francisco's Mission District and then in Larkspur in Marin County, north of San Francisco, The Mission bombing was not claimed by anyone; the Larkspur office was bombed by the Lucio Cabanas Unit
of the NWLF. In their communique^ the NWLF gave Bayview 48 hours
to respond to their demands that slum housing owned by the bank be
brought up to code^ Bank officials met around the clock to determine
what their position would be, and before the 48 hour deadline had passed
they announced that they would meet the demands. One bank spokesperson said the houses in question !!are just not worth killing for. " The bank
was also concerned about more property damage to their various offices. (Damage estimates for the Larkspur bombing ran about $25, 000. )
The NWLF issued another communique immediately, removing Bayview from the scumlord list.
The NWLF has shown great determination and perseverence in their
attacks on slum landlords. We send them our love and solidarity. Y'all
are doing a bang-up -job!
K J
BA.RC
LUCIO CABANAS UNIT / NWLF:

WE MUST STAND UP AND FIGHT !

The Bay View Federal Savings
& Loan office at 494 Magnolia in
Larkspur was the target of a successful bombing attack by the Lu-

cio Cabanas Unit of the New World
Liberation shortly before 2 A. M.
today because they chose to ignore
our j u s t demand for safe and de-

Savings Sk Loan immediately repair and bring up to code all their
slum housing.
If Bayview Federal fails to respond to and take action to meet
this basic demand, then we are
prepared to drive them out of busine s s <
We, as poor people, would have
no need to use armed actions if we
could rely on this order to treat us
in a just manner and see to it that
we have decent and.safe working,
living and health conditions. But
we live under a decadent, richbleed- the-poor order where officials can be bought-off or influenced by money to enforce this order of rich against poor,
Basic human rights are never
given in this dog-eat-dog order;
they are won by organizing, struggling and fighting against the rul-

money-mad parasites S Attack
Bay View Federal wherever and
whenever possible: Bomb attacks,
bomb threats, breaking windows
with pellet guns and slingshots,
arson...
We must stand up and fight for
the basic rights that -would be ours
at birth in a just order. We, the
people, have the power to build
a new order that is in control of,
and thus serving, the peoples'
needs.
To Bay View Federal Savings
&x Loan we say: it would be justand much easier - for you to take
action to bring your run down
death-trap housing up to standard
than to take an unjust, hardheaded
stance and be driven out of business
and to early graves.
Consider this carefully! We
will settle for nothing short of justice! You have 48 hours to respond!
Organize
toward no more Gartlands,
toward safe and decent housing
being a human right for all!
Lucio Cabanas Unit
Peoples1 Forces
New World Liberation Front
May 14, 19?6

SAVINGS & LOAN
Bay View Federal Savings &
Loan is no longer on the New
World Liberation Front scumlord
list nor subject to attack on one
stipulation: once you bring the
Capp Street houses up to safety
and health code standards, you
cannot pass the cost of repairs
on to the tenants in the form of
higher rent. The rent must start
off where it was.
We are glad to see you make a
sensible decision by. announcing
your plans to restore and bring
up to health and safety codes the
Capp Street housing. Your earlier plans to destroy the buildings
in order to expand your parking
lot showed total disregard for
poor people's needs!
It would have been much better
if you had responded to the peoples'
needs before we were forced to
take drastic measures. You could
have yielded to these demands
when banners hung from the Capp
Street houses by people protesting
the demolition of their homes for
your parking lot.
If you had moved when your
name first appeared on the NWLF
scumlord list, or after the first

Had you wanted to avoid further attacks, then was the time
to move ! You should have followed the example of N. A rden
Danekas, who understood the need
to move on behalf of his tenants.
To all scumlords still on the
list we say: study the examples
of N. Arden Danekas and Bay View
Federal well. You will see that
your future safety depends on the
concern you show for other human
beings, (your tenants).

safety code standards.
United, we have so much more
power; united all is possible;
united, victory will be ours !
We want to live in safe, decent
housing as we're sure everyone
does. We will not just ask for it,
we will demand and fight for it
until decent, safe housing is a
basic human right!
We send our warmest love to
our comrades in the Weather Underground and salute the courage
and determination they have shown
in getting "Underground" out to
the people!
No Mas Gartlands !
Hasta la Victoria, Siempre!
Toward Total Liberation!

A BARC Critique of NWLF Campaigns
The NWLF's laudible success
in dealing with Bay View Federal
Savings came at a time when
BARC was in the middle of discussions concerning the tactics of
issuing demands and developing
strategic campaigns particularly
as they relate to NWLF history.
To begin, we see two general

sorts of demands: 1) those whose
value is educational and symbolic,
propaganda per se; and 2) those
for which the group making the demand has at least what it feels is
sufficient bargaining power to
actually have a hand in forcing the
demand's implementation.
The value of purely educational

positive and encourage those who
utilize it as an organizing tool.
For the present we choose feo analyze the tactics, the positive and
negative effects of demands that
are intended to be backed up with
bargaining power, demands reasonable enough that they may indeed be fulfilled. We will try to
place recent NWLF history in
this context.
We have some criticisms of
NWLF demand strategy, although
there is some indication from
their most recent activity that
they may have already drawn and
incorporated an analysis not dissimilar from this one. If such is
the case, we offer these comments
and suggestions as encouragement
to continue in a direction that is
bringing success,,
In the past it has not always
been apparent whether NWLF demands were purely propaganda
oriented, or if the group expected
more tangible results. Their
style generally and their timelimited threats (e. g. "48 hours
to respond") gave an impression
that the NWLF was, or thought it
was, bargaining. However, particularly in their earlier actions,
we feel it was often quite unrealistic to expect the demands to be

rates for people on fixed incomes,
a rate scale proportionate to amount used rather than giving
large corporations bargain rates
at the expense of the poor, and
free utilities to all unemployed.
At one point they gave PG&E 48
hours to respond. There was no
response; later the NWLF did
more bombings, but either they
lacked the strength or they were
not willing to use the strength
to back up such grandiose demands. Overall the propaganda
effect was detrimental because
not only did PG%E not respond,
the NWLF lost credibility. People
cannot take revolutionaries and
the movement seriously unless
\we have a realistic conception
of our capacities and limitations.
More recently the NWLF has
limited their demands somewhat,
made them more realistic and, as
in the case of forcing the San
Francisco police to transfer cop
Robert Hotche out of Bernal

Heights and their ongoing campaign against San Francisco scumlords, has had some significant
successes.
While the campaign for improved health care in Sah Francisco jails was developed around more or less realistic demands, we do have some criticisms and suggestions. Time
limits and threats in making demands should never be used unless the group making them intends to follow through with
them, Otherwise, the revolutionaries tend to lose credibility. The NWLF ended the health
care battle (at least to Date) with
a threat against the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors and a threeweek ultimatum (see Dragon #6).
This, we feel, was a thoroughly
unsatisfactory end to what had
been a good campaign. As we
stated above any group, aboveground or underground, must
carefully analyze its capacities;
then if a threat is appropriate, it

retrospective analysis, explanation, criticism or self-criticism.
We feel that some sort of public
analysis is called for in such situations: to explain the campaign's
being dropped or put off; to clarify the situation for both movement people working in the area
as well as "the general public".
This, we feel, will be helpful in
breaking barriers of fear and alienation among these segments
of the population. We must clearly
point out here that we cannot confine our criticism to the Front's
handling of the matter or hold
them alone responsible for the
campaign's lack of success.
Aboveground organizers in San
Francisco did next to nothing to
take advantage of the initiative
and strength the NWLF Jiad developed.
Another example of this phenomenon was seen recently in
connection with the Bay View Federal action. The Capp St. Neighbors Club, a group which had been
organizing against Bay View for
several months with little success
denounced the bombing as being
irresponsible. We think that actually the bombing demonstrates
how an armed front can give the

aboveground organizer to publicly embrace the underground or
their actions at this point. A campaign that is distinctly multifacetted may be the most successful. But we feel that common
sense dictates that these people
use the strength of the underground
by stepping up organizational activity when a guerrilla campaign
exists. At the same time we consider it "wholly irresponsible for
organizers to publically make
divisive remarks or statements
divorcing themselves as the "responsible" or "credible" left from
the underground. This sort of
publicity and the disunity it creates can only weaken the movement and lessen the chances for
success in common goals.

tainly don't wish to discourage
actions directed against government targets, we cautiously suggest that more concessions may
be gotten from private corporations and individuals. Primary
to the purpose and existence of
government agencies is the ideological structuring of society.
The state's stake in reactionary
ideology will not allow them to
"give in to terrorists". For corporations on the other hand, ideology may be of less importance
than the allmighty buck. It may be
possible to force them to bend
somewhat to the force of the movement.
We are pleased to see that in
their campaigns, the NWLF has
used creativity and perhaps a
touch of levity in choosing methods
of action. We felt the parking meter sabotage (see Dragon #5) was
positively inspired. It afforded
"ordinary folks" an opportunity
to involve themselves in the campaign, demystifying the underground and breaking down barriers
between the movement and the
community. Further, the action
was well-timed, coming a couple
weeks after San Francisco voters
turned down charter ammendmentf

Front showed ample ability to analyze when to up the ante and
when to lay back.

sitive step, helping to build a
movement that has has real meaning to people's daily lives , while
helping to build revolutionary
thought.

An open letter to BARC
from Central Command
There are so many good quali- and comradeship is very revolutionary.
ties in Dragon $8 that it's hard to
Also, we encourage BARC to
know where to start. We were
keep
printing comradely criti-"
overjoyed to read of all the revocisms such as those written by
lutionary work BARC has put into
Ken
Como and Phillip Tucker,
getting Gary Tyler out of the clutHowever, we had mixed feelings
ches of these mad dogs and their
when we read that BARC was godeath-order. We love you and
ing to do another analysis on the
salute you for your selfless work
NWLF in the next issue of Draand quick action--spreading this
information is extremely valuable. gon. We are against BARC doing such an analysis until and
We salute you also for your stepunless past mistakes concerning
ped-up support for locked-down
Popeye and Barb are corrected
comrades.
and
resolved.
George Jackson Brigade are
We have called on you to corprincipled, determined comrades
rect
these errors and so far you
struggling to change this cesspool
haven't
responded. You will find
order and we urge fullest support
situations like this don't just go
for them. They've shown they
away,
but rather they keep comadmit and learn from their mis ing up or are resolved. Barb
takes (which we must also learn
used
a BARC statement concerfrom) and their display of love

you had no other information
about Popeye's execution when
you had/knew of months of investigative work into the matter is
unprincipled behavior that must
be corrected. It's one thing to
say "there is more information
but we (BARC) don't believe it because,, . . " but quite another thing
fco say "we(BARC) don't know of
any other information", (when in
fact you did).
We urge you to see the harm
in these mistakes and the harm
in letting these mistakes pass

BARC was pleased to read the
open letter from the NWLF. We
believe they are correct in criticizing us for not indicating last August that we were aware of certain
efforts that had been made concerning Popeye Jackson and the murder of him and Sally Voye. It had
been our intention to criticize ourselves about the matter in Dragon
#7 but a late night layout error
left it out. Right before Dragon#8
an indictment for the murders was
handed down and a number of Deo-

contradictions must first be confronted.
Unity in struggle!
Toward a just order!
Central Command,
Peoples' Forces
New World Liberation Front
April 26, 1976
Note: In their communique the
Lucio Cabanas Unit stated that
water-gel, altered from cold
temperatures, was not set off by
the blasting cap. The cap went
off but failed to ignite the watergel charge (which was altered by
low temperatures).
pie were named as unindicted coconspirators. It was our decision
that any comment we might make
at that point could easily be misinterpreted to imply support and/
or criticism of a situation we were
in no position to comment on. So,
now is the time. We were aware
of the work of the Peoples Court
(a fore-runner of PIR-1) last summer. WE DEFINITELY SHOULD
HA VE A CKNOWLEDGED THA T
FACT. As to the report of the
Peoples Court-~it can be obtained

by them. ) As to Popeye, the
report, and various assertions
that have appeared in the press
recently--we have nothing to say
that would clarify anything.

Statement from Central Command
concerning Zapata unit:
We wish to clarify the confusion over the NWLF stance and
its relationship to the Zapata unit.
For a long time we believed Zapata unit to be a p^g set-up, but we
lacked proof, so we sent them no
communiques and attempted no
contact.
.As Zapata unit's activity stepped up, it became increasingly
important to verify or negate suspicions and accusations about
them. We received an erroneous
report about Z (since then analyzed, criticized and corrected)
that we trusted, and on that basis
chose a comrade to cautiously
approach contact with Z. We
picked the area (a place in the
country where access roads and
paths could be watched) and met
at night in disguise. Cars were
driven away before the meet and
utmost caution was taken to not
leave fingerprints (on cigarettes,
written material. . ).

Shortly before the Richmond
bust we cut off contact because
there were too many unresolved
contradictions about Chepito and
our suspicions had not been put to
rest. We and many others have
learned from this type of error.,
this type of pig set-up designed
to lure in/capture/kill comrades
engaged in armed struggle.
Our analysis of the experience
led to these conclusions:
1. A f t e r meeting with Z, dress
(as in the case of Popeye) was a
key factor in our suspicions.
Dress strongly reflects behavior
and should not be overlooked.
2. We must learn to be patient

Toward a strong base!
Organize !
Hasta la Victoria, siempre !

bungling by the FBI, Chepito, etc,
in the premature bust of Z.
4. We must develop this attitude
toward mistakes — try to avoid
them and once made, admit, analyze, learn from and correct them.
We must learn too from others
mistakes to avoid making and re-

Ed Mead, a member of the
George Jackson Brigade arrested
during the atternpte'd Robbery of a
Tukwila , Washington bank, was
convicted last April 22 on two
state charges of assault with intent to kill, and sentenced to two
consecutive life terms. Judge
Mifflin refused to make the terms
concurrent, saying consecutive
terms "•will require the State
Board of Prison terms and parole to give him two minimum
terms of 7 and one half years
each." Mead's attorney, David
Allen, will appeal.
Shortly before Mead went on
trial (3-10-76) his co-defendant
John Sherman was freed by the
Brigade, and two days later Mark
Cook was arrested at his home
in Seattle and charged with aiding

Central Command,
People's Forces
New World Liberation Front
April 26, 1976

in the Tukwila bank robbery by
shooting into the bank from across
the street. There was ng_eyid_enc_e
to connect Cook with the robbery
except that he was part of the Seattle political community and had
become a prison activist in Walla
Walla while doing time there,
Like Mead and. Shernan, 'Cookwa_s
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no evidence against Cook; in an
attempt to strengthen their case
and draw more people into the big
busts, the feds and the grand jury
have been cranking out indictments
and subpoenas in'the manner that
has become standard practice
around guerrilla arrests'. The
day after Mead was convicted,
agents from the Treasury departments bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms(ATF) raided the
Seattle home of three women-Kafcie Mitchell, Kathy Hubenet, and
Brenda Carter (a friend of Ralph
Ford--Po, who died last year
while setting a bomb at a Seattle
Safeway. Po was not a member
of the Brigade), Armed with a
search warrant , the feds sifted
through virtually every piece of
paper in the house, taking much
of it with them (along with three
typewriters) in plastic bags. No
weapons or illegal items were
found and no arrests were made,
Taken in the raid were the financial records of the Seattle Committee to End Grand Jury Abuse and
a list of names of people who given
money to the committee. Shortly
thereafter the three women and one
other, Nancy Michelle Whitnack

women to the Brigade--specifically to see if they Were armed
(they weren't) had explosives (they
(they didn't) and to take handwriting and typewriter samples to
match up with samples of past
Brigade communiques. The March
27 communique taking credit for
the escape of John Sherman was
signed,, "Love and Struggle,
George Jackson Brigade, " and
the ATF 'suspects' that the handwriting belongs to one of the women in the raided house.
On May 11, a reporter from
a Seattle paper recieved a phone
call from John Sherman, who stated that it was he who signed the
March 27 communique. (Sherman
has continued to live safely underground since his escape. ) The
next day new charges were brought
down on Mark Cook, alleging that
in addition to Ms involvement in
the bank robbery s it was Cook who
helped Sherman escape . Cookwas charged with a second count
of 1st degree assault for the Sherman escape, and his bail was raised to $250, 000.
On the 19th of May the grand
jury charged that Ed Mead, John
Sherman, and Mark Cook were

tured in such an action. As these
new indictments were handed down
more than 100 people demonstrated
against grand jury abuse outside
the courtroom,, Brenda Carter
appeared before the grand jury
fehat same day and read a statement condemning the jury's abuse
of the constitutional rights of
free speech, assembly, privacy,
and protection against self- incrimination.
Brenda Carter and Kathy Hubenet were excused from answering any questions after they
gave the federal prosecutor copies of their handwriting and
fingerprints. .Katie Mitchell's
subpoena was dropped, at least
until a new grand jury is empaneled to replace the one whose
term expired on May 19.
Michelle Whitnack was also
excused, at least temporarily,
from the subpoena. She has filed a $25, 000 suit against the federal government for illegally intercepting her mail and searching
her home, tailing her, and using
a bugging device against her.
Ed Mead goes on trial again
July 6 on the charges of conspiracy to rob a bank and to plan
the escape of captured comrades,
Ed has been denied all visits ex-

cept from his public defender,
despite his status as a pro se defendant [one who acts in his own
defense in court]. He's in 24 hr.
a day lock-up, where he has been
rnaced by prison guards and held
incommunicado. Not untypically
his mail has been fucked with and
his motion asking that he be allowed visits with legal aids, paraprof essioiials, and lawyers was
turned down in federal court,, The
National Lawyer's Guild in Seattle issued a statement attacking
Ed's politics and flatly refused
to give him any legal assistance.
Mark Cook's trial on the conspiracy charges is scheduled for
June 21st. Ed and Mark's trials
were severed because Ed has
stated publically that he is a member of the Brigade and intends to
defend himself on political grounds
while Mark denies any involve.ment in the'crimes' he is charged
with.
Ed Mead, John Sherman,
Mark Cook and the Seattle under
and above ground movement is
under attack from the federal
government, its enforcers, and
it's witch-hunting grand jury.
KEEP STRONG! STAY
VIGILANT.
OUR LOVE
TO ALL OF Y O U . -

Sisters and Brothers of the Dragon:
My love to you. I have some
criticisms of actions that have taken place recently: this is to the
George Jackson Brigade (Seattle).
First, I have some heavy criticisms of the rest of us that did
not participate in these actions.
We failed to support, communicate
doubts or encouragement, and for
the most part we completely avoided any responsibility for actions
that took place. I would say we did
not really believe in the reality of
what was happ.ening until we were
forced to, by fear of our own individual safety,
At this time there are more people who take responsibility, and a
clearer conception of reality.
Criticisms of the GJB:
1, I think there is prevailing
confusion between aboveground
support and underground action.
It is irresponsible for any individual or group to provide both
aboveground and underground action at the same time. A guerrilla does not need to prove her/
himself by public words. She
may appear harmless, liberal,
spaced out, ineffectual. He should
be overlooked. The ruling class
and their police dogs will -wake up
to your courage and brilliance in

fuddle themselves during the day.
D.on't expect the Dragon to provide safe shelter. Don't ask an
underground fighter to make a
speech at a demonstration.
It is inevitable that many of
us will move through a period of
aboveground support of armed
struggle before deciding to act.
This is dangerous. (Recognize
this danger, brothers and sisters,
and deal with it. )
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Also: aboveground support is
just as dangerous. We all know
what's coming. People, don't
guilt-trip yourselves into choosii
danger because it's dangerous.
There is enough danger to go around already. Make decisions
on other grounds than to prove to
yourself you have courage.
2. People supporting you shot
know only as much as they need t
know. They need to know: How
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People must not be left lost and
ignorant as to how to protect you
(and themselves).
Watch out for vulnerable people and maneuver them to safe
places. When a house is potential.ly unsafe to live in, don't invite
children, parolees, aliens or fugitives to live there.
Watch out for careless, frivoles people. Don't let them get too
close to you.

4. Why are you doing this?
We are not satisfied with your reasons. Expropriation is not enough:
Robin Hood was wrong. Robbing
from the rich to give to the poor
will not work, because the rich
are far more efficient at robbing
than we are. They own the guns
and the laws. .

who you are. You are the people.
That's enough. You don't have to
specify that you are Chinks and
Faggots. This tends to make vulnerable sub-communities of the
people betrayed and endangered,
and certainly exposes specific people to harrassment they do not
need.
Remember, remember, remember--you are the underground. Let
them guess who you are. And why
leave out some of us? You are
all of us--or not, as your actions
prove.
The early stages of armed
struggle seem to be as destructive and alienating as an urban
riot. We are losing people, and
faith in each other, and they lose,
TEMPORARILY, a few dollars.
Which they get back, from us.
"A.re they stupid', " someone
asked, and she needed to know,
"or are they not with us? "
I know you are with us, and I
know we can learn from our mistakes, no matter how costly they
have been, b'ecause we have each
other. Venceremos.
I love you,
snapdragon

On July 4th of this year, there
will be people's bicentennial demonstrations to counter the myths
inherent in the official "celebration",, The demonstrations are
being planned by the July 4th Coalition and will take place in Philadelphia, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, and San Antonio.
The Coalition is a nationallybased and very broad coalition of
over a hundred organizations,,
The principles of unity are: For
jobs and a decent standard of living; for full democracy and equality; for a bicentennial without colonies--freedom for all oppressed
nations,, BARC has joined the Bay
Area July 4th Coalition, and we

MASS MEETIN6!
ALL O P P O S E D T O

as.
WILL MEET AT

SAN
FRANCISCO
To take counsel together in
the impending

urge everyone who can make it to
attend one of the demos. The
Bay Area address of the Coalition
is 362 Capp Sfc, San Francisco,
CA. 9411 O.-

They Do Coot* Work
received this note and decided
what the hell, we'd print it, tho!
we don't think we'll have a message colum as a regular feature.
Charlene--would your roomate or
you get in touch in the beginning
of July. Shirley

NEW .YORK (LNS)-Dr. Walter Freeman, known
in some circles as the "Dean of Lobotomy," says that
women who have received tobotomies make good
housekeepers.
"Women of ail ages make up the great majority
of the caseloads and the successes of psychosurgeons,*
Freeman said, explaining, "from the available clinical evidence it would appear that it is difficult for a
man to support a family after a lobotomy, but it is
easy for a woman to do housework."

(Thanks to the Georgia Straight for this one)

•was claimed by the Sam Melville/
Jonathan Jackson Unit. .A communique was sent to Boston's Real Paper attacking the Massachusetts Department of of Corrections and demanding an end to "step classification, " a policy which turned B-section of Walpole State Prison into a
23 1/2 hour a day "super maximum
security prison within a prison"
and calling for the reinstatement
of outside observers representative
of the class/racial composition of
the prisoners at Walpole. (The
communique is available upon request from BAIRC. )
Despite the righteousness of the
demands, the action must be seen
as reckless and costly. A warning
to evacuate was given to police 20
minutes before the bomb detonated;
however, the police bomb squad
did not arrive on the scene until
minutes before the blast. It is
clear that the police failed to in- .
sure the safety of those in the
building. The result was that 18
persons were injured. Reports vary as to why the warnings went unheeded - largely, however, the responsibilty of injury to those people rests squarely upon this unit.
The unit being unknown to the pol-

a new unit to take the risk of bombing a populated target without the
knowledge that the evacuation would
be carried out is a very serious error. Such tactical e r r o r s must
draw the strongest criticism, especially from those of us concerned
with building an aggressive, effective underground.
The good intentions and perspective voiced by the communique were not backed up with commensurate practice. We would
hope that all underground forces
take note of Boston and that similar mistakes are avoided. We do
not expect perfection, but when
the lives and safety of the people
are concerned we demand precision and intelligence.

house. An NWLF unit with that
name has been operating here in
the Bay Area for the past year.
Immediately after the communique was received Peoples Information Relay-1, as an aboveground
unit of the NWLF, was contacted by
several east coast media outlets
for their opinion on the bombing,,
It was reported in several papers
that Jacques Rogiers,acting as a
spokesperson for PIR-1 said that
he was 99% certain that the action
was the work of the NWLF. This
presents something of a problem.
It is our analysis' that we a re fairly certain that the action was not
the work of the NWLF. We have
decided to discuss this situation
because of the enormous confusion engendered and the many questions folks have asked.
There are three major reasons
that suggest this was not an NWLF
action: 1) the action was never
claimed by the NWLF. They have
never- - to our knowledge- -issued
a communique giving a unit designation without claiming the action
for the Front. 2) In all of their attacks the NWLF has shown great
care in making sure that bombs
were not designed to go off at

in an area where they had not previously operated. 3) The communique, while well written, j u s t did
not conform to the patterns and
style of previous NWLF communiques.
We believe Rogiers made an important error, but not just about
whether or not the bombing was, in
fact the work of the NWLF. We believe that his statements to the media were premature, even if it had
(or does) turn out that the action
was done by the NWLF. There simplywas no useful purpose served by
speaking out about the action before
the facts were more fully known and
a copy of the communique had been
seen. We consider it dangerous to
let the straight media define when
and how we respond to situations.
It is just too easy to buy into the
media game -- soon one starts
confusing what one reads in the
press with reality. At that point
we lose our perspective/ In this
situation the problem is doubled
because you have one (aboveground) unit presumably speaking
for the entire NWLF, The distinction between 99% and 100% is
one that is reasonably lost to
most people when a unit f PIR-1)

- - a t the expense of the politics
around which they are moving,,
We have also noted repeated
statements by Rogiers that he
willingly has and will talk to Federal agents and police officers,
depending on variable strategies
for different occasions, since he
feels he has nothing to hide. We
consider this a serious error, one
based on individualism and arrogances an error that needlessly
leaves Rogiers open to questions
about where he's coming from, an
error that just makes it harder on
the thousands of comrades who
correctly refuse to talk to the pigs.
Given this attitude, we advise folks
to be cautious in their dealings with
PIR- 1 for their own protection and
security. We say all this from a

position of comradely support and
hope that people will pass their
views along not only to us but
also to PIR-1, 423 Oak St., San
Francisco, CA. 94102. The Urban Guerrilla, the periodical of
the NWLF is published by and available from them. We strongly
urge its support.
--BARC

Fred Hampton Unit
The Fred Hampton Unit, a new
guerrilla group named after the
Black Panther leader murdered
by the Cook County Sheriff's dept.
in a 1969 Chicago raid, bombed
the offices of the Central Maine
Power Co. in Augusta last May 11.
Two warnings were phoned in to an
Augusta newspaper prior to the ex-

plosion of two bombs which caused
extensive damage and no injuries,,
The following communique was
issued by the Fred Hampton Unit,
stating their demands that the utility cb. drop their proposed $2. 7
million rate increase (this would
be the largest rate increase ever
in the state of Maine), halt expati-

CMP expenditures, including memos stating that CMP executives
had wined and dined various state
legislators at the consumers', not
the stockholders' expense. One
of the legislators mentioned is
David Emery, the U.S. congressman Reeves is trying to unseat in
an upcoming election. (Reev3S
said that he would have released
the information "anyway" and that
it had nothing to do with his
didacy against Emery. , , )
We welcome the appearance of

when people are working in the
immediate vicinity. If the warning (s) are not taken seriously
and people are not evacuated,
there will be possible injuries
and/or deaths.
We send our support and solidarity to our comrades of the Fred
Hampton Unit in their campaign to
fight the rate hikes and corruption
of the CMP,
We had intended to print the full
communique, but ran out of space,
Copies are available from us. -

May 11, 1976

Today, May llth, we the Pred Hampton 0x1111 of the Peoples Force's claim
full responsibility for the bombing of the main offices of Central Maine
Power Co.. in opposition to CEP*3 exploitation of the- people of Maine, and
their attempt, to extort 20 million dollars from the people by way of rate
increases,
We are forced to resort t-o extreme methods of action against CMP'-s utility monopoly, and we justify this method of action against the monopoly
for several reasons?
CMP has exploited home ownerss tenants, elderly, welfare recipients,
low income and. poor people for many years to the point where poor
people will not be able to pay for the proposed increase unless we
take it. out, of neaessary survival money. Honey for food, medical
care, rent, ei,.c. Otherwise we will be forced to go back to burning
coal or wood. Many people have already been forced t.o do so by the
present, rates.
In light of the control CMP monopoly has over the political and judicial system, its quite evident that social justice, welfare for low income
and working people can't be won throiigh tiis existing political-legal frase* : rfc.

public such as legal and research costs, its membership in the Cumberland
Club, solar energy, lobbying expenses for rate making purposes, and spending on advertising public relations, CMP has stated in answer to disclosure of information, "none of the public's business,"
We demand a dismissal of the rate increase for all residential home
owners and tenants of low income, all welfare recipients, the elderly, unemployed and poor people. Shis can be accomplished by implementing the
Life line pricing plan: zero rate increase for the first 300 kilowatts
that are needed to run a home including electrical homes,
We demand a stop to any further expansion of nuclear power in the state5
and an equal amount of research put. into solar energy, hydroelectric and
other_energy sources.
We demand that CMP disclose all information, expenditures, and. a full
disclosure of where the profits are going such as: legal research costs,
its membership in the Cumberland Club, lobbying expenses for rate making
purposes, spending on advertising public relations, rate return stock and,
bond holders, energy conservation, and CMP's executive expense accounts.
We will give CMP a reasonable amount of time to meet our listed demands,
If such demands are not met we will sustain our attack on CMP until the
demands are met.
We call upon all home owners, tenants, low income and poor people to
join the fight against CMP. It is time to stop this giant ruthless wolf
from exploiting and preying on the people as tha we are a bunch of submissive sheep.
We the Fred Hampton Unit of the Peoples Forces are dedicated to fight
imperialism/capitalism, racism, sexism and the fascist jucicial/prison
syslresr.
The struggle must be fought on all- levels, and-jiifferent fronts.
We must join together.
Fred Hampton Unit
Peoples Forces

